
Surface Shields Showcases Surface Protection
Products, Including Carpet Shield, at 2014 AIA
Show

ORLAND PARK, IL, USA, May 13, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Surface Shields, a manufacturer of

hard surface and carpet protection products, is exhibiting at the 2014 AIA Show in June. The

company provides a variety of options in surface protection for construction jobs including

plastic carpet protector.

ORLAND PARK, IL -- Surface Shields, a Chicago-area manufacturer of hard surface and carpet

protection products, will be showcasing some of their products at the 2014 American Institute of

Architects (AIA) convention in Chicago. The company will be located at Booth #4209 on the expo

floor during the show, which runs from June 26-28. Featured products include: Builder Board,

Carpet Shield, Cover Shield and adhesive tapes. The booth will be staffed by Marketing and

Creative Director, Seth Geiss, Sales Director, Tom Fergus and Sales Representative, Jim Jarog.

"This is the first time we are exhibiting at the AIA convention. We're looking forward to

connecting with architects and building an understanding of their goals, obstacles and

requirements when specifying products. The information we receive will help us develop new

products to meet those needs. This will allow us to remain the top single source supplier for

surface protection, dust containment and tape products," said Seth Geiss, Marketing and

Creative Director at Surface Shields (www.surfaceshields.com).

The building and construction products that Surface Shields will be highlighting are:

•  Builder Board is the most durable paper board on the market today and replaces the need for

sheets of Masonite that typically used to provide surface protection for construction

sites.&#8232;

•  Carpet Shield provides temporary carpet protection in the form of a clear, self-adhering

protective film. The non-slip plastic carpet protector is highly resistant to tears and punctures.

This makes it an ideal surface protector not only in construction but also during remodeling,

moving and painting.

•  Cover Shield provides flame retardant protection of surfaces in a variety of industries and

applications ranging from industrial and medical to construction and military. 

•  Adhesive Tapes of many kinds are available from Surface Shields. These heavy-duty tapes are

used to hold other products in place without damaging the underlying structure.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.surfaceshields.com/
http://www.surfaceshields.com/carpet-shield
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/seth-geiss/21/958/a02
http://www.surfaceshields.com


"This convention is a great opportunity for us to talk face-to-face with architects to answer their

questions about our products and let them see and handle the products in person. It's also a

good chance for us to catch up with architects we already know to see how our products worked

for them and give them a heads-up on what's new and upcoming at Surface Shields," noted

Geiss.

The American Institute of Architects (AIA) convention is the largest annual gathering of architects

and design professionals in the United States. The convention is held annually and draws

attendees from all over the world. For more information about the AIA Convention, click here.

For more information about Surface Shields or to view their products, visit

www.surfaceshields.com or call 800.754.9685.

About Surface Shields: Surface Shields is the leader and industry innovator in custom coating

and converting pressure sensitive films for carpet and hard surfaces. The company also

specializes in dust containment and adhesive tapes. Their high quality products have enabled

them to become the number one provider of temporary surface protection products to the

Flooring, Paint, Building, Abatement, RV, Moving, Automotive and Hardware markets.
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